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1. Introduction8
This article aims to demonstrate how the denitions of slopes which have9
proved to be very useful tools for analyzing local properties of real-valued func-10
tions [1{3,6,10{13,15{17] can be extended to multi-valued mappings between11
metric spaces and applied for characterizing metric regularity.12
Several kinds of local and nonlocal slopes are dened in Section 2 following13
the scheme developed in [10] for real-valued functions and extended in [4, 5]14
to vector-valued functions. The idea is not quite new. Some elements of the15
denitions introduced in the current article are present implicitly in many16
publications [2, 3, 12, 13, 15, 16]. It seems the denitions can be useful and the17
time has come to formulate them explicitly.18
In this article we investigate several metric regularity properties for set-19
valued mappings between metric spaces:20
 conventional local metric regularity and uniform metric regularity for21
mappings depending on a parameter (Section 3);22
 metric regularity along a subspace (Section 4);23
 metric multi-regularity for mappings into product spaces (Section 5)24
and formulate the corresponding necessary and sucient regularity criteria in25
terms of slopes. For the denitions and characterizations of the mentioned26
above extensions of metric regularity we refer the readers to [8, 9].27
Our basic notation is standard, see [14, 18]. Depending on the context, X28
and Y are either metric or normed spaces. Metrics in all spaces are denoted by29
the same symbol d(; ). d(x;A) = infa2A kx   ak is the point-to-set distance30
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from x to A. When dealing with product spaces we always assume that the31
product topology is given by the maximum type norm/distance. We also use32
the denotation + = max(; 0), where  2 R.33
Recall that a set-valued mapping (multifunction) F : X  Y is a mapping
which assigns to every x 2 X a subset (possibly empty) F (x) of Y . As usual,
we use the notation gphF := f(x; y) 2 X  Y j y 2 F (x)g for the graph of F
and F 1 : Y  X for the inverse of F . This inverse (which always exists) is
dened by F 1(y) := fx 2 Xj y 2 F (x)g, y 2 Y , and satises
(x; y) 2 gphF , (y; x) 2 gphF 1:
2. Slopes34
We start with considering an extended-real-valued function f on a metric35
space X. Recall that the local (strong) slope [7] of f at x (jf(x)j < 1) is36
dened as37
jrf j(x) := lim sup
u!x; u 6=x
[f(x)  f(u)]+
d(u; x)
: (1)
This quantity provides a convenient characterization of the local behaviour of38
f near x.39
Given a y 2 R, we set40
fy(x) := maxff(x); yg; x 2 X (2)
and dene the nonlocal slope of f at x relative to y:41
jrf jy(x) := sup
u6=x
[fy(x)  fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
: (3)
If f(x) < y, then f(x) < fy(u) and fy(x) < fy(u), and consequently [fy(x) 42
fy(u)]+ = [f(x)   fy(u)]+ = 0. Hence, [fy(x)   fy(u)]+ = [f(x)   fy(u)]+ for43
all x and u, and subscript y in fy(x) in the last formula can be removed:44
jrf jy(x) = sup
u6=x
[f(x)  fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
: (4)
As mentioned above, jrf jy(x) = 0 if f(x)  y. So only the case f(x) > y can45
be of interest. Note that the supremum in the right-hand side of (3) (or (4)) can46
be restricted to a certain neighbourhood of x since [fy(x) fy(u)]+=d(u; x)! 047
as d(u; x)!1.48
It is easy to see from denitions (1) and (3) that, when y < f(x), the two
slopes are related by the inequality:
jrf j(x)  jrf jy(x):
At the same time, the nonlocal slope (3) is an important ingredient in the
denition (1) of the local one: for any y < f(x), it holds
jrf j(x) = lim
"#0
jrfB"(x)jy(x);
where fB"(x) is the restriction of f to B"(x).49
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The following relations hold true:50
jrf j(x) = lim sup
u!x; u 6=x
[f(x)  cl f(u)]+
d(u; x)
; jrf jy(x) = sup
u6=x
[f(x)  cl fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (5)
where cl f is the lower semicontinuous envelope of f (dened by cl f(x) =51
lim infu!x f(u)).52
In the special case y = 0, we will omit y in the denotation of the nonlocal53
slope. Thus54
jrf j(x) := sup
u6=x
[f(x)  f+(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (6)
where function f+ is dened by f+(x) = [f(x)]+. We will refer to (6) simply55
as the nonlocal slope of f at x.56
If f takes only nonnegative values, then (6) takes a simpler form:57
jrf j(x) := sup
u6=x
[f(x)  f(u)]+
d(u; x)
(7)
and coincides with the global slope dened in [16].58
Let x 2 X and y = f(x), jyj <1. Using (1) and (3), we dene respectively
the strict outer and uniform strict slopes [10, 11] of f at x:
jrf j>(x) := lim inf
x!x; f(x)#f(x)
jrf j(x); (8)
jrf j(x) := lim inf
x!x; f(x)#f(x)
jrf jy(x): (9)
The word \strict" reects the fact that slopes at nearby points contribute to59
denitions (8) and (9) making them analogues of the strict derivative. The60
word \outer" is used to emphasize that only points outside the set Sy(f) :=61
fx 2 Xjf(x)  yg are taken into account. The word \uniform" emphasizes62
the nonlocal character of jrf jy(x) involved in denition (9).63
Taking into account (5), we have the relations:
jrf j>(x) := lim inf
x!x; cl f(x)#f(x)
jr(cl f)j(x);
jrf j(x) := lim inf
x!x; cl f(x)#f(x)
jr(cl f)jy(x):
Consider now a multifunction F : X  Y between metric spaces. We
are going to dene slopes of F using basically the same scheme as described
above. To this end, an appropriate scalarization function is needed to replace
(2). Given a y 2 Y , we set
fy(x) := d(y; F (x)); x 2 X: (10)
Next we apply (1) and (7) to function (10) to dene respectively the local
and nonlocal slopes of F at x relative to y:
jrF jy(x) := jrfyj(x) = lim sup
u!x; u6=x
[fy(x)  fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (11)
jrF jy(x) := jrfyj(x) = sup
u6=x
[fy(x)  fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
: (12)
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The following representations are straightforward:
jrF jy(x) = lim sup
u!x; u 6=x
v2F (u)
[fy(x)  d(y; v)]+
d(u; x)
;
jrF jy(x) = sup
u6=x
v2F (u)
[fy(x)  d(y; v)]+
d(u; x)
;
as well as the inequality:
jrF jy(x)  jrF jy(x):
Given a point (x; y) 2 gphF , we now dene the strict outer and uniform
strict slopes of F at (x; y):
jrF j>(x; y) := lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y); fy(x)#0
jrF jy(x); (13)
jrF j(x; y) := lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y); fy(x)#0
jrF jy(x): (14)
It is easy to check that quantities (13) and (14) do not change if function (10)
is replaced in denitions (11), (12), (13), and (14) by its lower semicontinuous
envelope. Note also the obvious inequality:
jrF j>(x; y)  jrF j(x; y):
Example 1. Consider a mapping F : R2 ! R2 given by F (x) = (x1+x2; x1 x2)
where x = (x1; x2). If y = (y1; y2), then
fy(x) = ky1   (x1 + x2); y2   (x1   x2)k:
Let x 2 R2 and y 2 R2 be such that fy(x) > 0. Denote
z1 :=
y1 + y2
2
  x1 and z2 := y1   y2
2
  x2:
Then
z1 + z2 = y1   (x1 + x2); z1   z2 = y2   (x1   x2);
and kz1; z2k 6= 0. Indeed, if we assume that z1 = z2 = 0, then x1 + x2 = y1
and x1   x2 = y2 which contradicts the assumption that fy(x) > 0. Take
u1 = x1 + tz1, u2 = x2 + tz2 for t > 0, and u = (u1; u2). Then
fy(u) = ky1   (x1 + x2)  t(z1 + z2); y2   (x1   x2)  t(z1   z2)k
= (1  t)kz1 + z2; z1   z2k
and
f(x)  f(u)
d(u; x)
=
kz1 + z2; z1   z2k
kz1; z2k   > 0;
where the positive constant  depends only on the norm on R2. For instance,
if R2 is equipped with the maximum type norm, then denoting  := jz1j=jz2j
if jz1j  jz2j or  := jz2j=jz1j otherwise, one has
f(x)  f(u)
d(u; x)
= maxf1 + ; 1  g  1
and we can take  = 1.64
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By (11) and (12), it follows that jrF jy(x)   and jrF jy(x)  . Since x65
and y are arbitrary, it also follows from (13) and (14) that jrF j>(0; 0)  66
and jrF j(0; 0)  .67
3. Metric regularity68
Recall (see e.g. [14, 18]) that a multifunction F : X  Y between metric69
spaces is said to be metrically regular near (x; y) 2 gphF if there exists a70
 > 0 and neighbourhoods U and V of x and y respectively such that71
d(x; F 1(y))  d(y; F (x)); 8x 2 U; y 2 V: (15)
The following (possibly innite) constant is convenient for characterizing the
metric regularity property:
r[F ](x; y) := lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y)
(x;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x))
d(x; F 1(y))
: (16)
It is easy to check that F is metrically regular near (x; y) if and only if72
r[F ](x; y) > 0. Moreover, when positive, constant (16) provides a quanti-73
tative characterization of this property. It coincides with the reciprocal of74
the inmum of all positive  such that (15) holds for some U and V (metric75
regularity modulus). Constant (16) is also known as the rate or modulus of76
surjection or covering (see [12, 14]).77
The next theorem provides an equivalent characterization of the metric regu-78
larity property in terms of slopes (13) and (14). It follows from [16, Theorem 5]79
where a slightly more general statement is established and formulated without80
the explicit use of constants (13), (14) and (16).81
Theorem 2. Let X and Y be a complete metric space and a metric space
respectively, F : X  Y be a closed multifunction and (x; y) 2 gphF . Then
r[F ](x; y) = jrF j(x; y)  jrF j>(x; y):
If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then the last inequality holds as82
equality.83
Corollary 3. Let X and Y be a complete metric space and a metric space re-84
spectively, F : X  Y be a closed multifunction and (x; y) 2 gphF . Consider85
the following conditions:86
(i) F is metrically regular near (x; y);87
(ii) jrF j(x; y) > 0;88
(iii) jrF j>(x; y) > 0.89
Then (iii) ) (ii) , (i).90
Moreover, the following assertions are true:91
(a) if (15) holds with some  > 0, U and V , then  1  jrF j(x; y);92
(b) if 0 <  1 < jrF j(x; y), then (15) holds with some U and V .93
If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then jrF j(x; y) in (a) and (b)94
above can be replaced by jrF j>(x; y).95
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Example 4. Considering the linear continuous mapping F : R2 ! R2 from96
Example 1 given by F (x) = (x1 + x2, x1   x2) where x = (x1; x2), we see that97
it is surjective and consequently metrically regular near (0; 0). This conclusion98
also follows from Corollary 3 thanks to the estimates for the strict slopes of F99
established in Example 1.100
The statement of Theorem 2 can be extended to the case of set-valued101
mappings depending on a parameter.102
Consider a multifunction F : P  X  Y , where X and Y are metric103
spaces and P is a topological space. Denote Fp = F (p; ) : X  Y . Let104
(p; x; y) 2 gphF .105
We say that F is uniformly metrically regular (see e.g. [8]) near (p; x; y) with106
respect to (x; y) if there exists a  > 0 and neighbourhoods U , V and W of x,107
y and p respectively such that108
d(x; F 1p (y))  d(y; F (p; x)); 8x 2 U; y 2 V; p 2 W: (17)
This property can be equivalently characterized using the following analogue
of (16):
rp[F ](x; y) := lim inf
(p;x;y)!(p;x;y)
(p;x;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (p; x))
d(x; F 1p (y))
: (18)
F is uniformly metrically regular near (p; x; y) with respect to (x; y) if and109
only if rp[F ](x; y) > 0.110
To formulate uniform metric regularity criteria in terms of slopes, some
modications of denitions (10) { (14) are required:
fy;p(x) := d(y; F (p; x)); x 2 X; (19)
jrF jy;p(x) := jrfy;pj(x) = lim sup
u!x; u6=x
[fy;p(x)  fy;p(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (20)
jrF jy;p(x) := jrfy;pj(x) = sup
u6=x
[fy;p(x)  fy;p(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (21)
jrF j>p (x; y) := lim inf
(p;x;y)!(p;x;y); fy;p(x)#0
jrF jy;p(x); (22)
jrF jp(x; y) := lim inf
(p;x;y)!(p;x;y); fy;p(x)#0
jrF jy;p(x): (23)
The required characterization of the uniform metric regularity property in111
terms of slopes (22) and (23) is similar to the one provided by Theorem 2 and112
follows from [16, Theorem 8], the latter one being formulated without slopes113
(22) and (23) and regularity constant (18).114
Theorem 5. Let X, Y and P be a complete metric space, a metric space and
a topological space respectively, F : P X  Y be a closed multifunction and
(p; x; y) 2 gphF . Then
rp[F ](x; y) = jrF jp(x; y)  jrF j>p (x; y):
If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then the last inequality holds as115
equality.116
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Corollary 6. Let X, Y and P be a complete metric space, a metric space and117
a topological space respectively, F : P X  Y be a closed multifunction and118
(p; x; y) 2 gphF . Consider the following conditions:119
(i) F is uniformly metrically regular near (p; x; y);120
(ii) jrF jp(x; y) > 0;121
(iii) jrF j>p (x; y) > 0.122
Then (iii) ) (ii) , (i).123
Moreover, the following assertions are true:124
(a) if (17) holds with some  > 0, U , V and W , then  1  jrF jp(x; y);125
(b) if 0 <  1 < jrF jp(x; y), then (17) holds with some U , V and W .126
If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then jrF jp(x; y) in (a) and (b)127
above can be replaced by jrF j>p (x; y).128
4. Metric regularity along a subspace129
Consider a multifunction F : X  Y from a normed linear space to a metric130
space. Let H be a (closed) subspace of X. F is called metrically regular along131
H [9] near (x; y) 2 gphF if there exists a  > 0 and neighbourhoods U and V132
of x and y respectively such that133
inf
h2H
fkhkx+ h 2 F 1(y)g  d(y; F (x)); 8x 2 U; y 2 V: (24)
Obviously, if H = X, then this property coincides with the conventional134
metric regularity of F near (x; y).135
In the denition of metric regularity along H, it is convenient to use the
point-to-set distance along H dened for x 2 X and M  X as
dH(x;M) := inf
h2H
fkhkx+ h 2Mg = d(0; (M   x) \H):
Of course, it is not a real distance on X. For instance, dH(x1; x2) = 1 if136
x1   x2 62 H. In general, dH(x;M)  d(x;M), and the equality holds when137
H = X.138
The above property can be equivalently characterized using the following
constant:
rH [F ](x; y) := lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y)
(x;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x))
dH(x; F 1(y))
: (25)
F is metrically regular along H near (x; y) if and only if rH [F ](x; y) > 0.139
Evidently, rH [F ](x; y)  r[F ](x; y), and metric regularity of F along some140
subspace implies its conventional metric regularity.141
The metric regularity along a subspace can be treated in the framework of142
the aforementioned property of parametric metric regularity.143
For multifunction F : X  Y , dene another multifunction  : XH  Y144
by the formula145
(x; h) := F (x+ h); x 2 X; h 2 H: (26)
Then, for this multifunction, X can be viewed as a parameter space and the146
above parametric denitions can be reformulated for this particular case, the147
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point h = 0 being of special interest. The next proposition (cf. [9, Proposi-148
tion 4.1 (iii)]) shows that the uniform metric regularity of  near (x; 0; y) is149
exactly the metric regularity of F near (x; y) along H.150
Proposition 7. Let the mapping  : X  H  Y be dened by (26). Then151
rH [F ](x; y) = rx[](0; y).152
Proof. Taking into account (26) and the obvious relations
F (x) = (x; 0);  1x (y) = (F
 1(y) x)\H; d(h; 1x (y)) = dH(x+h; F 1(y));
we have:
rx[](0; y) = lim inf
(x;h;y)!(x;0;y)
(x+h;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x+ h))
dh(x+ h; F 1(y))
 lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y)
(x;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x))
dh(x; F 1(y))
= rH [F ](x; y):
On the other hand,
rx[](0; y) = lim
#0
inf
(x;h;y)2B(x;0;y)
(x+h;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x+ h))
dh(x+ h; F 1(y))
= lim
#0
inf
x2B2(x); y2B(y)
(x;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x))
dh(x; F 1(y))
 lim
#0
inf
(x;y)2B2(x;y)
(x;y)=2gphF
d(y; F (x))
dh(x; F 1(y))
= rH [F ](x; y):
153
Formulas (20) { (23) applied to multifunction (26) lead to the following
denitions:
jrF jy;H(x) := lim sup
u!x; u6=x; u x2H
[fy(x)  fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (27)
jrF jy;H(x) := sup
u6=x; u x2H
[fy(x)  fy(u)]+
d(u; x)
; (28)
jrF j>H(x; y) := lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y); fy(x)#0
jrF jy;H(x); (29)
jrF jH(x; y) := lim inf
(x;y)!(x;y); fy(x)#0
jrF jy;H(x); (30)
where fy is dened by (10).154
The next theorem is a consequence of Theorem 5.155
Theorem 8. Let X and Y be a Banach space and a metric space respectively,
F : X  Y be a closed multifunction and (x; y) 2 gphF . Suppose H is a
subspace of X. Then
rH [F ](x; y) = jrF jH(x; y)  jrF j>H(x; y):
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If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then the last inequality holds as156
equality.157
Corollary 9. Let X and Y be a Banach space and a metric space respectively,158
F : X  Y be a closed multifunction and (x; y) 2 gphF . Suppose H is a159
subspace of X. Consider the following conditions:160
(i) F is metrically regular along H near (x; y);161
(ii) jrF jH(x; y) > 0;162
(iii) jrF j>H(x; y) > 0.163
Then (iii) ) (ii) , (i).164
Moreover, the following assertions are true:165
(a) if (24) holds with some  > 0, U and V , then  1  jrF jH(x; y);166
(b) if 0 <  1 < jrF jH(x; y), then (24) holds with some U and V .167
If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then jrF jH(x; y) in (a) and (b)168
above can be replaced by jrF j>H(x; y).169
Example 10. Consider again the mapping F : R2 ! R2 given by F (x) =170
(x1 + x2, x1   x2) where x = (x1; x2). As established in Examples 1 and 4, it171
is metrically regular near (0; 0). We are going to show that it is not metrically172
regular near (0; 0) along the subspace H = Rf0g. For simplicity, we assume173
that R2 is equipped with the maximum type norm. Take x = (0; ) with  6= 0174
and y = (0; 0). Then fy(x) = k   ; k = jj and, for any h = (; 0) 2 H,175
fy(x + h) = k   ( + );    k = maxfj + j; j   jg  jj. Hence,176
jrF jH(0; 0) = jrF j>H(0; 0) = jrF jy;H(x) = jrF jy;H(x) = 0. The claimed177
assertion follows from Corollary 9.178
5. Metric multi-regularity179
Let F : X  Y be a mapping between a normed linear space X and the
product of n  1 metric spaces Y = Y1Y2 : : :Yn. Throughout this section
we assume that F can be represented as F = (F1; F2; : : : ; Fn), where each Fi
is a mapping from X into Yi. This means that for any x 2 X its image F (x)
under F is the product of the images:
F (x) = F1(x) F2(x) : : : Fn(x): (31)
If F is single-valued this assumption is fullled automatically.180
Let x 2 X and y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn) 2 F (x).181
Besides considering the metric regularity of F , one can also examine this182
property componentwise. The next proposition which strengthens [9, Proposi-183
tion 5.2 (ii)] shows that the metric regularity of F implies the metric regularity184
of all its components.185
Proposition 11. r[F ](x; y)  min1in r[Fi](x; yi).186
Proof. If r[F ](x; y) = 0, the inequality holds true trivially. Let r[F ](x; y) > 0.187
Take any neighbourhoods U of x and V = V1V2 : : :Vn of y. By denition188
(16), taking a smaller U if necessary, we can ensure that F (x) \ V 6= ; for189
all x 2 U . Take any i, 1  i  n, any x 2 U and any yi 2 Vi. For all190
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j 6= i take some yj 2 Fj(x) \ Vj and compose y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn). Then191
y 2 V , d(y; F (x)) = d(yi; Fi(x)) and d(x; F 1(y)) = d(x; F 1i (yi)). By the192
denition (16), r[F ](x; y)  r[Fi](x; yi). Since this inequality is valid for any193
i, the assertion has been proved. 194
The inequality in Proposition 11 can be strict [9, Example 5.3].195
There is another way of dealing with mappings into product spaces. The196
following local regularity property of F near (x; y), taking into account the197
behaviour of its components, can be of interest.198
F is called metrically multi-regular [8] at (x; y) if there exists a  > 0 and
neighbourhoods U of x and Vi of yi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, such that
d(0;
n\
i=1
(F 1i (yi)  xi))   max
1in
d(yi; Fi(xi));
8xi 2 U; yi 2 Vi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n: (32)
Obviously, when n = 1, the above property coincides with the conventional199
one. When n > 1, this property is stronger than the metric regularity which200
corresponds to taking xi = x, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, in the above denition.201
A multifunction F : X  Y of the type (31) can be used, for instance, to202
dene a system of generalized equations :203
0Yi 2 Fi(x); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n: (33)
If x is a solution of (33), then metric multi-regularity of F at (x; 0) means204
the existence of a joint \stabilizing" action satisfying an \error bound" type205
estimate when both the right-hand sides and variables of each of the generalized206
equations are perturbed independently.207
The following constant corresponds to the above metric multi-regularity
property:
r^[F ](x; y) := lim inf
(xi;yi)!(x;yi); i=1;2;:::;n
(y1;:::;yn)=2F1(x1):::Fn(xn)
max
1in
d(yi; Fi(xi))
d(0;
nT
i=1
(F 1i (yi)  xi))
: (34)
Its relationship with (16) is straightforward:
r^[F ](x; y)  r[F ](x; y);
where the equality holds if n = 1.208
The metric multi-regularity property can be treated in the framework of the
metric regularity along a subspace examined above. Indeed, let Z = Xn and
z = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 2 Z. One can consider multifunction  : Z  Y dened
by
(z) = F1(x1) F2(x2) : : : Fn(xn): (35)
Note that each \component" of  in the above formula depends on its own209
argument.210
In the space Z, one can consider the diagonal subspace211
H = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 2 Xnjx1 = x2 = : : : = xng: (36)
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Evidently, (z) = F (x) if z = (x; x; : : : ; x) 2 H, and (z; y) 2 gph, where212
z = (x; x; : : : ; x).213
The next proposition shows that the metric regularity of  near (z; y) along214
H is exactly the metric multi-regularity of F near (x; y) (cf. [9, Proposi-215
tion 5.5 (iv)]).216
Proposition 12. Let multifunction  : Z  Y and subspace H of Z be dened217
by (35) and (36) respectively. Then r^[F ](x; y) = rH [](z; y).218
Proof. It follows immediately from denition (35) that, for any z = (x1; x2; : : : ;
xn) 2 Z and y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn) 2 Y , one has
d(y;(z)) = max
1in
d(yi; Fi(xi));
 1(y) = F 11 (y1) F 12 (y2) : : : F 1n (yn);
dH(z;
 1(y)) = d(0;
n\
i=1
(F 1i (yi)  xi)):
The assertion follows by comparing denitions (25) and (34). 219
Formulas (27) { (30) applied to multifunction (35) and subspace (36) lead
to the following denitions where y^ = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn) 2 Y :
f iy(x) := d(y; Fi(x)); x 2 X; y 2 Yi; (37)
fy^(x1; : : : ; xn) := max
1in
f iyi(xi); (38)
jrF jy^(x1; : : : ; xn) := lim sup
06=u!0X
[fy^(x1; : : : ; xn)  fy^(x1 + u; : : : ; xn + u)]+
kuk ; (39)
jrF jy^(x1; : : : ; xn) := sup
u6=0X
[fy^(x1; : : : ; xn)  fy^(x1 + u; : : : ; xn + u)]+
kuk ; (40)
[jrF j>(x; y) := lim inf
(xi;yi)!(x;y); i=1;2;:::;n
fy^(x1;:::;xn)#0
jrF jy^(x1; : : : ; xn); (41)
[jrF j(x; y) := lim inf
(xi;yi)!(x;y); i=1;2;:::;n
fy^(x1;:::;xn)#0
jrF jy^(x1; : : : ; xn): (42)
Application of Theorem 8 to the setting of metric multi-regularity yields the220
following statement.221
Theorem 13. Let X be a Banach space and Y = Y1  Y2  : : :  Yn be
the product of n  1 metric spaces. Suppose that F : X  Y is a closed
multifunction which can be represented as F = (F1; F2; : : : ; Fn) where Fi :
X  Yi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn) 2 F (x). Then
r^[F ](x; y) =[jrF j(x; y) [jrF j>(x; y):
If, additionally, Y is a normed linear space, then the last inequality holds as222
equality.223
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Corollary 14. Let X be a Banach space and Y = Y1  Y2  : : :  Yn be224
the product of n  1 metric spaces. Suppose that F : X  Y is a closed225
multifunction which can be represented as F = (F1; F2; : : : ; Fn) where Fi : X 226
Yi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn) 2 F (x). Consider the following227
conditions:228
(i) F is metrically multi-regular near (x; y);229
(ii) [jrF j(x; y) > 0;230
(iii) [jrF j>(x; y) > 0.231
Then (iii) ) (ii) , (i).232
Moreover, the following assertions are true:233
(a) if (32) holds with some  > 0, U , V1,. . . ,Vn, then 
 1 [jrF j(x; y);234
(b) if 0 <  1 <[jrF j(x; y), then (32) holds with some U , V1,. . . ,Vn.235
If, additionally, Y1; : : : ; Yn are normed linear spaces, then
[jrF j(x; y) in (a)236
and (b) above can be replaced by [jrF j>(x; y).237
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